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The phenomenon of whispering gallery modes (WGMs) within microresonators as a label free sensing modality has emerged as a powerful contender for biosensing and medical diagnostic applications 1, 2 . It has enabled unprecedented detection limits down to single molecules 3 , as well as the development of new in-vivo sensing opportunities 1, 4, 5 . The spectral positions of the WGMs are determined by both the properties of the resonator (e.g. diameter, shape, refractive index) as well as the surrounding medium. The latter feature allows changes in the environment to be monitored via shifts in the spectral positions of the resonances. Surface functionalization techniques can also be utilized allowing specific interactions with desired target analytes such as proteins 6, 7 , bacteria 8 and DNA 9, 10 to be monitored within pure samples in controlled laboratory conditions. However, the ability of a sensor, and in particular a label free biosensor, to distinguish or eliminate unwanted fluctuations in the signal due to variations in for example temperature, surrounding refractive index or non-specific binding (NSB) is critical in real clinical samples. While it is usually possible to control the environmental conditions, such as temperature, reducing the effect of unwanted binding events in clinical samples is far more challenging. Different methods to overcome this critical issue have been proposed, all based on surface chemistry approaches, using for example NHS esters 11 CM dextran 12 or polyethylene glycol (PEG). 13, 14 Integrating PEGs with silica microsphere resonators has for example allowed thrombin (~8 µM) to be detected in tenfold diluted human serum inside a flow cell 7 . However this method requires serum to be diluted, which adds an additional processing step and reduces the concentration of the analyte by the same factor, increasing the demands on the performance of the sensor. For some applications such as the early diagnosis of myocardial infarctions in cardiology for example, where the analyte concentration is already very small [15] [16] [17] , this technique might not be suitable and alternative approaches have to be found. One such approach is to design a self-referencing sensor that allows both environmental changes and NSB events to be compensated, as is presented here.
A relatively straightforward approach of developing a selfreferencing sensor is to introduce a second resonator that acts to provide a dynamic reference, similar to multiplexed sensing techniques 18 . Multiplexing of WGM sensors has previously been proposed conceptually 18 and demonstrated in a range of geometries and configurations including passive microspheres, 9 microdisks 19 and liquid core ring resonators 20 and fluorescent microspheres 21, 22 . Fluorescent or active resonators are particularly interesting in this context as they allow remote excitation of the resonator, thereby alleviating some of the practical limitations of passive resonator configurations 9, [23] [24] [25] . Active resonators do display lower Q-factors 26 in comparison with passive resonators 27, 28 , however, techniques exist that can facilitate in improving the Q-factor such as operating the resonator within the stimulated emission regime 29 or breaking the symmetry of the resonator by placing it onto the tip of a microstructured optical fiber (MOF) 30 . This second technique has the additional advantage of creating a robust and easy to use dip-sensing architecture 1 .
In this study we demonstrate a self-referenced WGM biosensing platform for the specific detection and quantification of biomolecules in undiluted human serum. Our selfreferenced sensing platform is based on our previously reported MOF based dip sensing active WGM platform using a 4-hole silica MOF which provides the remote excitation and collection of the WGM signal from a dye-doped polystyrene microsphere placed in one of the holes at the tip of the fiber 1 . A second, almost identical microsphere (reference resonator) but differing in its surface chemistry from the sensing microsphere, is placed in an adjacent hole acting as a dynamic reference, Fig. 1 (A) . The reference resonator compensates for nonspecific binding as well as environmental changes, acting as a dynamic reference, while the first sphere (sensing resonator) is functionalized for detecting a specific analyte. Due to the highly sensitive nature of the resonance wavelength positions to the resonator's effective radius, differences of only nanometers allows the spectrum of each individual sphere to be clearly distinguished. The nearly-identical size of the resonators also guarantees that the two spheres have virtually identical refractive index sensitivity and surface areas, so their response to any environmental changes or NSB is almost identical, while the proximity of the spheres on the MOF's tip allows them to simultaneously experience the same local environment. Furthermore, utilizing a single gain medium for both spheres ensures that the sensing performance (sensitivity and resolution) of both resonators remain comparable, allowing the use of the relative displacement between the two sets of peaks for tracking specific binding events.
To evaluate the performance of our self-referenced fiber tip sensing platform we used a well-known specific interaction model based on biotin-Neutravidin. The Neutravidin detection limit in buffer solution (PBS) was first characterized and then repeated in Neutravidin spiked undiluted, immunoglobulindeprived human serum samples. Following from our previous work 1 , the measurements were performed in static conditions, by simply dipping the MOF tip with attached microsphere resonators into the different liquid samples as shown in Fig. 1 (B). In both sets of measurements, the non-specific binding signal was monitored using the reference resonator, while the total contribution of specific and non-specific interactions was measured by the sensing resonator. The relative movement between the two sets of resonances was then monitored. Experimental setup, materials and method. The polystyrene microspheres (nominal diameter of 15.00 ± 1.43 μm from Polyscience Inc) were doped with the fluorescent dye Nile Red (λex = 532 nm, λem = 590 nm) 31 using a liquid two-phase system 32 . Following this process, the microspheres were annealed and rinsed thoroughly to remove any trace of the organic solvent (xylene) used during the doping process, eliminating any drift of the resonance positions over time. The surface functionalization begins with the deposition of a series of positively and negatively charged polyelectrolyte layers, poly allylamine hydrochloride (PAH) and polystyrene sulfonate (PSS) respectively 33 to form 3 layers (PAH/PSS/PAH) 1 . The microspheres were then separated into two batches, sensing resonators and reference resonators, with only the sensing resonator batch being biotinylated for monitoring the specific interaction with Neutravidin. For the sensing resonators, the primary amine of the PAH layer was used to covalently immobilize biotin-D using a solution of 1-ehtyl-3-(3-dimethylamionpropyl) carbodimide (EDC) and Nhydroxysuccinimide (NHS) as coupling reagents. As a final process, both the reference and sensing resonators were incubated in 2.5% casein solution for 24 hours to cover nonspecific binding sites. A schematic of the optical setup is shown in Fig. 1 (B) , where a frequency doubled YAG laser (λ = 532 nm, ~ 800 ps pulse duration, 10 kHz repetition rate) was used for the excitation of the active microspheres beyond their lasing thresholds, enabling higher Q-factors as previously shown 32 . The light from the YAG was spatially filtered using a tapered single mode fiber (SMF28 Øcore = 4 µm) before being coupled into the 4-hole silica MOF (Øcore = 7 µm, Øhole ~ 15 μm), Fig. 1  (A) . The WGM emission from the microspheres is then recaptured by the MOF and directed back through a dichroic mirror into a monochromater equipped with a cooled CCD (2048 pixels) where the WGM spectrum is recorded.
To attach the microspheres to the tip of the MOF a liquid drop containing the microspheres is placed on top of a glass coverslip and positioned on an inverted microscope. A 3 axis translational stage is used to hold and align the tip of the MOF as it is carefully lowered down into the drop of microspheres. After recording the emission spectra of free floating microspheres from both sensing and reference resonator batches, using free-space excitation and collection, one microsphere is selected from each and brought into contact with the fiber tip.
Due to the hydrophobic nature of both the MOF tip and the microspheres, the microspheres can easily be positioned in individual holes of the MOF as seen in Fig. 1 (A) . It is important to note that once attached to the MOF tip, the microspheres stay in place and can be easily manipulated and dipped into other liquid droplets. Data Analysis. All the binding kinetics presented here are presented in terms of the change in surface density of adsorbed molecules onto the surface of the resonator (d -ng/cm 2 ). This value can be estimated from the wavelength shift Δλ, through the effective radius increase ΔR using the following equations 34 , where λ is the initial resonance wavelength, R is the initial resonator radius, which can be calculated from spacing of successive modes with the same polarization using Equations (2) and (3), e is the thickness of the deposited layer and nL and ns are the refractive indices of the layer and sphere respectively. By fitting a Gaussian function to the resonance peaks, the spectral position of the initial resonance wavelength λ, and subsequent positions of the peak over time can be determined.
Where m is the mode number and λm+1 and λm are the wavelengths of two successive modes with the same polarization.
Here, M is the molecular weight, NA is Avogadro's number, σp is the projected area of the adsorbed molecule, αex is the excess polarizability, which to a first approximation can be calculated using the Clausius-Mossotti formula (Eq. 6), ε0 is the freespace permittivity, εr is the dielectric function of the molecule considered, ρ is the mass density (ρ = 1.37 g/cm 3 for most proteins 35 ) and nm and ns are the refractive indices of the surrounding environment and microsphere, respectively. Calculating the surface density allows comparison with other techniques and sensing geometries as it removes the dependence on the geometry as well as the refractive index sensitivity of the sensor being considered. Results and discussion. Figure 2 (A) and (B) show the typical WGM spectra of the two-microsphere system above and below the lasing threshold respectively. Below the lasing threshold the individual resonances of each sphere cannot be distinguished. However, operating the spheres above their lasing threshold not only allows the spectra of the individual spheres to be clearly identified, but also improves resolution, enabling lower detection limits to be reached 1 . The resonance spectra typically do not overlap, when operated in the stimulated emission regime as even a minute deviation in diameter between the two microspheres results in a discrepancy between the resonances. In this configuration, the spheres can either be tracked individually by following an individual peak or alternatively, by performing a convolution on the two resonator comb-like WGM spectra as both spheres respond to the same environment, Fig. 2 (C) . Once both spheres are attached, spectra are taken at 20 second intervals as the fiber is moved into the Neutravidin solution. Fig. 2 (D) shows the response of both microspheres when placed in 400 nM Neutravidin solution. From the responses of the two spheres it is clear that binding is occurring on the biotinylated sphere, with equilibrium being reached after approximately 200 seconds, while the reference sphere spectrum remains relatively stable throughout the measurement with deviations towards the end of the measurement. This result is consistent with our previous demonstrations of fiber tip 1 and fluorescent microcapillary 36 sensing. We also note that the presence of the reference sphere does not have any effect on the biotinylated sphere's performance. As such, the process is repeated for decreasing Neutravidin concentrations, with each concentration being measured 3 times. Each individual measurement is completed with a new set of spheres. No deviation is observed for the reference spheres during the Neutravidin measurements, and for simplicity only the binding kinetic of the biotinilated sphere is shown for each of the concentrations in Fig. 3 , where the error bars have been calculated from the standard deviation of all three trials completed for each concentration. After completing these initial trials in PBS, the same experimental procedure was used to investigate the sensor's response in human serum samples. Drops of each of the sphere populations were once again placed on top of a glass cover slip, with a single sphere from each subsequently attached to the fiber tip, along with 30 μL drops of 1:20 (v/v) and 1:40 (v/v) diluted human serum without Neutravidin added. The response of the individual spheres in the sensor is displayed in Fig. 4 . Examining Fig. 4 , it is clear that significant adsorption is occurring in both sphere populations, however there is a reduction in the adsorption of the biotinylated sphere as the dilution of the sample increases, Fig. 4(A) , while the reference sphere's response remains almost unchanged, Fig 4(B) . Without any added Neutravidin in the diluted serum sample, these results indicate that there is another molecule present in the serum that is interacting and binding to the biotinylated sphere surface. It has been reported that immunoglobulin can interact with biotin, resulting in false positive results for similar biotinylatedbased immunoassays 37 . Therefore, to avoid such false positive results while using biotin-Neutravidin as a specific interaction model, the immunoglobulin was removed from our serum samples by brief incubation and pull-down with Protein A/G-conjugated sepharose beads. Four pull-downs with Protein A/G beads were required to ensure that the false positive signal on the biotinylated microsphere was reduced to zero using undiluted serum while significant adsorption on the reference microsphere due to the non-specific binding of the large protein content of the serum was still present. Tests were repeated with pure human serum, with the Immunoglobulin removed, avoiding the unwanted binding between the Immunoglobulin and the sensing resonator, but spiked with a known Neutravidin concentration. The results for the lowest concentration tested are shown in Fig. 5 . For all the tests performed, the reference resonator exhibited a similar behavior characterized by a sharp wavelength shift, or increase of the surface density, due to the large NSB component introduced by the serum, despite the use of casein as a blocking reagent. This highlights the fact that blocking solutions such as caseine, Bovine Serum Albumin and alike are inherently inefficient in preventing NSB in complex biological samples. The biotinylated microspheres however showed a steady increase in the surface density beyond the initial WGM wavelength shift due to the high refractive index of the serum, which characterizes the Langmuir adsorption of the Neutravidin onto the biotinylated resonator surface, down to 25 nM Neutravidin concentration. Once the contribution from the NSB is subtracted from the biotinylated microsphere response a perfect correlation between the Neutravidin binding kinetic in PBS and undiluted serum was reached as shown in the Fig.  5 (D) and 5 (E). For the lowest concentration tested (5 nM), no unambiguous positive detection of Neutravidin can be observed whether in PBS or undiluted serum.
In conclusion, this simple approach of using two almost identical microspheres, differing by their surface functionalization, for self-referencing purposes has shown that specific detection and quantification in undiluted serum sample can be realized. The reference microsphere allows for the compensation of the non-specific binding, enabling the quantification of the binding of the analyte onto the sensing resonator surface in complex biological samples to be correlated with what happens with the same target analyte in buffer solution. While for the sake of the specific interaction model used for this demonstration, the immunoglobulin had to be removed, one can appreciate that this approach can still be used for the detection of other more relevant biomolecules in serum, without having to process the serum by removing the immunoglobulin once antibodies are used to target a specific biomolecule instead of biotin. Furthermore, one can also expand this concept to multiplexed detection of different biomolecules simultaneously, taking advantage of the multiple holes on the MOF to accommodate microspheres targeting different biomolecules.
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